
They Just Don’t get it  
 

Sometimes they just don’t get it, do they?  

‘You’re lucky you don’t have to…’ – that sentence starter which shows 

everything by saying nothing.  

I’m lucky I don’t get the opportunities to fully experience life as an adult, I’m 

lucky I don’t have to go to work, to pay bills, to live alone.  

 

They don’t get it, do they? They don’t see those sentences can warp to 

something else - I don’t have a job because there are very few weekend jobs I 

would be able to do. I’m lucky that my qualifications, numbers on a system 

which works against my specific intelligence, are vital to a future job. The 

letters beside my name, Ba, Hons, Msc? They are vital to mask the others, 

ADD, ASD, T1D.  

 

They don’t see those non-existent bills as a missing pile of paper pared to 

missing ten pound notes. No bills means no freedom to spend and save. Yes, I 

can spend money on things I want and need but my family are always in the 

middle to frown upon some of those items I would buy if I was really free.  

 

They don’t get it, they don’t see I am like the young orangutans growing up in 

a jungle school – the world is just outside my grasp but safety and love are 



the binds of my prison, a prison that is impossible to leave and impossible to 

truly want. They see my safety, my security and all that they do for me. 

They come from a place of love but like a dog who adores their toy, this love 

wears over time, the fabric threadbare and the squeaker displaced.  

 

They don’t get it, do they? They don’t see lack of responsibility, though 

designed to prevent catastrophic mistakes, as an embarrassment when those 

four years younger have much more. They don’t see that the promises of being 

responsible for a walk, for a half-hour alone with a three-year-old are half-

truths which hide their fears. Even as those fears are spoken, they don’t get 

it. They don’t see my whole world has those risks at their foundations, 

everything I have is a what if but those ‘if’s remain part of ‘what’ when they 

aren’t challenged at all.  

 

They don’t get it, do they? The ‘at least’, the ‘lucky, the, ‘what if?’ These 

are stems of a sentence crowned with beautiful roses but whose prickled 

stalks are hidden below – they are a small part of the picture, a part that is 

forgotten; unheard. You see these phrases are heard different to others, a 

wheelchair user being told they are lucky they don’t have to walk or to get 

the best parking makes stomachs churn and eyes shift. The same sentences 

don’t exist for different disabilities, like autism these words are invisible in 

words meant to put things in perspective. They are small, hidden in plain sight 

and so often unnoticed. 



 

They matter, they are felt; a bump on the arm insignificant at first but it’s 

connection with the table edge on the third, fourth, fifth time, leads to a 

bruise fading over time. These bruises too are invisible, only described in words 

which are so hard to envisage without experience. They don’t get it, they 

can’t – they see the love they give, the hesitations made for the greater good 

and the invisible bruises are easily forgotten when they don’t exist as a visual 

reminder.  

 

They don’t get it, they just don’t. Even if they care so much, even if they 

try to remember. They live in a different type of world so close to ours that 

they can’t see our reality. They don’t get it, it’s all just another factor of 

neurodiversity, a thing that we are faced with but is rarely recognised: 

Invisibility.  

 

 

 


